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 With up-to-date analysis, illustrative examples, and a useful approach for folks and family
members, this handbook features an overview of mental health disorders, basic approaches
for improving along with preventing mental health issues, therapies that exceed the
fundamentals, and specific approaches for those fighting ADHD, depression, panic, stress, and
substance abuse.Parents seeking option methods for helping their families achieve optimal
mental wellness will learn effective, safe, natural, and generally more affordable strategies
and treatments in this guidebook. Furthermore to outlining the fundamentals—such as the
function of exercise and activity, restful sleep, nutrition, and supplements— A section on
advocacy and resources is also available.the text details stress-management practices and
discusses alternate techniques including homeopathy, massage and bodywork therapy,
acupuncture, and chiropractic and osteopathic work.
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Doctor gives two thumbs up Dr Kemper started the alternative medicine section of the
American Academy of Pediatrics.First 1/4 of the book is principles for a wholesome lifestyle. I
maintain extra copies in my workplace as loaners.This book is a good reference book. Kathi
Kemper's book is an excellent family guide reference for holistic look after a healthy body and
mind. Amazing, amazing, amazing book!Despite the fact that I take advantage of conventional
medications when necessary for anxiety and depression in adolescents, everyone gets tips
based on the first portion of this book. I totally trust Wayne Jonas, MD when he says "Dr
Kemper may be the new Dr Spock of contemporary health care!Dr Kemper is a gem.Also, she
donates almost all profits to the alternative pediatric clinic at Wake Forest! This publication
gave several suggestions of outlets apart from medication. Through this reserve I've found
many non-medication methods to address a sickness that I live with.Not everything works for
each and every body (what ever does?!) so it was interesting to experiment with the book's
details to see what effect, if any, each technique had. As we're beginning to learn, mental
wellness disorders are brain disorders, which is a stage toward health, wellness, and
wellbeing!It's undoubtedly the best publication of it's type that There is on my journey.
Awesome Book! I browse the initial 2 chapters along with the ahead, and looked through the
rest of the book.All of those other book covers evidence based reviews on vitamins,
supplements and nutrition to optimize mental health.! I'm a mental wellness counselor and
utilize this reserve as a reference in my work and recommend it to clients. This is definitely
worthy of the purchase! I'm excited about how I've been in a position to "tweek" my symptoms
without having to switch to "tweeking" my meds. Another Excellent Book in Holistic Care for a
Healthy Mind and Body by Kathi Kemper, MD, MPH Dr. An example of "uncommonly good
sense".Interested in tuning up your life, this book is a great foundation. Here is the best
instruction for keeping your children (and our long term) both healthy and happy!" Most of Dr
Kemper's books "The Holistic Pediatrician", "Addressing Add more Naturally" and "Mental
Wellness, Naturally" are essential resources for all of us in guiding us towards holistic personal
care and mind body health and fitness. Dr Kemper's work truly integrates mind-body-health.
Ideal for any body Such an excellent tool Five Stars This is a great book, I highly recommend
it. The author's grasp of the broad subject matter is amazing, as may be the clarity of her
conversation.! I love that it's easy to read, practical, and the ailments kids experience are listed
in alphabetical order. An easy task to go to whatever section a mother or father needs.
ESSENTIAL, BRILLIANT AND THOROUGH This book was all I hoped I'd see, plus much more
that I had no clue I should see and learn about mental health and a lot more. I like that it's
readable I purchased this as something special to the parents of my great-grandson. Exciting
and invaluable for any aware reader. This is a must have fit your collection! Could for people
of all ages! He was diagnosed with PTSD and ADHD. Very good information- worth
experimenting with natural stuff We picked this up in the library 1 day and found myself taking
thus many notes that I decided it was worth the purchase. This book was recommended by
my son's pediatrician. They're must reads for self care and wellness empowerment. Five Stars
Fantastic resource. I recommend for all mental medical researchers.
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